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TECHNICAL PUBLICATION

EXAMINATION OF THE ARMAGH OBSERVATORY ANNUAL MEAN  
TEMPERATURE RECORD, 1844–2004

1.  INTRODUCTION

 The Armagh Observatory temperature record �s one of the longest ava�lable for study.1–3 Mean 
temperature read�ngs based on max�mum and m�n�mum thermometers extend from 1844 to the present, 
where mean temperature is defined as the mean of the daily maximum and minimum temperatures. 

 Armagh Observatory3 l�es about 1 km northeast of the center of the anc�ent c�ty of Armagh �n 
Northern Ireland, being located at latitude 54°21.2́N and longitude 6°38.9́W and situated about 64 m 
above mean sea level at the top of a small h�ll �n an estate of natural woodland and parkland that measures 
about 7 ha. Stud�es have shown that �ts rural env�ronment has ensured that the observatory suffers from 
l�ttle or no urban m�crocl�mat�c effects4 and that the temperature read�ngs can be used as a proxy for 
study�ng long-term trends �n annual mean temperature for the northern hem�sphere and globe.2,3

 The purpose of th�s study, then, �s to exam�ne the extended Armagh Observatory annual mean 
temperature record spann�ng 1844–2004, �nvest�gat�ng trends �n the data �nd�cat�ve of cl�mat�c change. In 
part�cular, th�s study updates a prev�ous one that was based on the Armagh data spann�ng 1844–1992.2
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2.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 F�gure 1 d�splays the Armagh Observatory annual mean temperature T (1844–2004) �n the lower 
panel, �n compar�son w�th the annual mean aa-geomagnet�c �ndex (1868–2004) �n the m�ddle panel and 
the annual mean sunspot number R (1840–2004) �n the top panel, all drawn as th�n l�nes. Ten-year mov�ng 
averages of each are drawn as the th�ck l�nes, and the numbers appear�ng �n the top panel refer to sunspot 
cycle numbers 9–23.

 Concern�ng T, �t has a mean of 9.215 °C, a standard dev�at�on of 0.521 °C and a med�an of 9.20 °C. 
For the �nterval 1844–2004, 82 values of T are equal to or above the med�an and 79 values of T are less 
than the median, occurring in 65 runs. Based on these values, one finds that T appears to be d�str�buted 
nonrandomly at the 2-percent level of significance (or 98-percent confidence level (cl)).5 Furthermore, 
the average T for the first half of the record (1844–1923) is significantly lower than the average for the 
latter half of the record (1924–2004) at the 0.1-percent level of significance (or 99.9-percent cl), based 
on the t-stat�st�c for �ndependent samples.6 During the first half of the record, the average T measured 
9.028 °C, hav�ng a standard dev�at�on of 0.518 °C, wh�le dur�ng the latter half �t measured 9.400 °C, 
having a standard deviation of 0.455 °C. Thus, there has been a significant warming that appears to vary 
systemat�cally rather than randomly.

 The h�ghest T occurred �n 1846 and measured 10.40 °C, wh�le the lowest T occurred �n 1879 and 
measured 7.40 °C. The h�ghest T10 (10-year mov�ng average of T) occurred �n 1999 (the last entry) and 
measured 9.95 °C, wh�le the lowest T10 occurred �n 1883 and measured 8.44 °C. Thus, from 1883 to 
1999, T10 has �ncreased 1.51 °C, and for 7 of the last 10 years (end�ng �n 2004), T has exceeded 10 °C, 
unprecedented �n the preced�ng years of the temperature record.

 Concern�ng T10, one finds that it decreased rather smoothly from 1849 (its first entry), having a 
value of 9.45 °C, to 1883 when the lowest value was seen. Th�s was followed by a rather steady �ncrease 
to a local peak of 9.58 °C �n 1945, a sl�ght decrease between 1945 and 1982 (to 9.05 °C) and then a sharp 
�ncrease to �ts h�ghest value recorded so far (through 1999, the end of the T10 record).

 For the contemporaneous �nterval 1868–2004, T correlates strongly w�th both aa (r = 0.34, 
se = 0.44 °C) and R (r = 0.24, se = 0.51 °C), wh�le for the contemporaneous �nterval 1873–1999 T10 correlates 
strongly w�th aa10 (r = 0.71, se = 0.22 °C) and R10 (r = 0.67, se = 0.23 °C), where the subscr�pt 10 refers to 
the 10-year mov�ng average (aa10 correlates strongly w�th R10, hav�ng r = 0.933). The �nferred regress�on 
for T versus aa �s T = 8.639 + 0.029 aa; the �nferred regress�on for T versus R �s T =  9.044 + 0.003 R; the 
�nferred regress�on for T10 versus aa10 �s T10 = 8.190 + 0.051 aa10; and the �nferred regress�on for T10 
versus R10 �s T10 = 8.562  + 0.011 R10. A b�var�ate analys�s us�ng both aa10 and R10 results �n T10 = 8.205  
+ 0.048 aa10 + 0.001 R10, having a correlation coefficient of 0.71 and a standard error of estimate of 
0.22 °C (the bivariate fit offers no significant improvement over the single-variate fits). 
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F�gure 1.  Annual mean var�at�on of Armagh Observatory temperature, T (lower panel); 
 the aa-geomagnet�c �ndex, aa (m�ddle panel); and sunspot number, R (upper panel). 
 The th�n l�nes are the annual means and the th�ck l�nes are the 10-year mov�ng 
 averages. The numbers 9–23 �n the upper panel refer to sunspot cycles 9–23. 
 See text for add�t�onal remarks.
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 F�gure 2 dep�cts the res�dual T10 – T10(aa10) �n the lower panel and the res�dual T10 – T10(R10) 
�n the upper panel, where T10(aa10) and T10(R10) are the �nferred regress�ons between T10 and aa10 
and between T10 and R10, respect�vely. The res�duals (hav�ng removed the solar/geomagnet�c forc-
�ng, wh�ch accounts for about half the var�ance) suggest ep�sod�c var�at�on �n the temperature record, 
w�th a cooler �nterval �n the early port�on between about 1873 and 1896; a fa�rly steady, though 
slowly vary�ng s�gnal (poss�bly related to the North Atlant�c Osc�llat�on3) between about 1896 and 
1970; another br�ef �nterval of cool�ng between about 1970 and 1990; and a rap�d warm�ng after 
about 1990. It should be noted that T10 for 1999 (the end of the record and the h�ghest �nferred value) 
�s greater than 2.6 standard dev�at�ons h�gher than what T10 should be, based on the T10(aa10) fit and 
greater than 3 standard dev�at�ons h�gher than what T10 should be, based on the T10(R10) fit. Thus, the 
observed warm�ng �s beyond that wh�ch one would expect from s�mple solar/geomagnet�c forc�ng.7
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F�gure 2.  The res�dual T10 – T10(aa10) (lower panel) and T10 – T10(R10) (upper panel), 
 where T10 �s the 10-year mov�ng average of temperature and T10(aa10) 
 and T10(R10) are the regression fits (T10 versus aa10 and T10 versus R10). 
 See text for deta�ls.

 F�gure 3 shows another way of �llustrat�ng the temperature record. The lower panel d�splays the 
sunspot cycl�c average (from sunspot m�n�mum to m�n�mum) of temperature <T> versus sunspot cycle 
number, �n compar�son to cycl�c averages of the aa-geomagnet�c �ndex <aa> (m�ddle panel) and sunspot 
number <R> (upper panel). The th�n l�ne �n each panel refers to the cycl�c averages and the th�ck l�ne refers 
to the 2-cycle mov�ng average (the 2-cycle mov�ng average,8 or 3-cycle runn�ng mean, �s computed w�th 
a we�ght�ng of 1:2:1 and can be used as a proxy for the Hale cycle average, where the Hale cycle refers to 
two success�ve sunspot cycles9). There �s a str�k�ng s�m�lar�ty �n the var�ous curves, espec�ally the 2-cycle 
mov�ng averages.
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 From figure 3, one surmises that <T>2 (the 2-cycle mov�ng average of temperature) was lowest �n 
cycle 12, wh�ch spans the years 1878–1888. Th�s was followed by a steady r�se �n <T>2 between cycles 12 
and 18, then a sl�ght d�p �n <T>2 for cycles 20 and 21 before r�s�ng aga�n �n cycle 22, wh�ch has the h�ghest 
<T>2 �n the record, although, pla�nly, �ts value w�ll be exceeded �n cycle 23, s�nce cycle 23 has the h�ghest 
<T> for all sunspot cycles. (<T> for cycle 23 w�ll change sl�ghtly, s�nce the temperature record ends �n 
2004 and, therefore, does not �nclude the annual average of T for the year 2005.)

 F�gure 4 d�splays scatterplots of <T> versus <aa> (lower-left panel), <T> versus <R> (lower-
r�ght panel), <T>2 versus <aa>2 (upper-left panel) and <T>2 versus <R>2 (upper-r�ght panel). All �nferred 
regressions are statistically significant, strongly suggesting that trends in the solar/geomagnetic cycle 
strongly influence temperature trends on the Earth. In particular, 75 percent of the variance in <T>2 can be 
expla�ned by the var�at�on of <aa>2. (In figure 4, the large filled circle in the <T> versus <aa> scatterplot 
s�mply means that two cycles had �dent�cal entr�es, cycles 11 and 16.)
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 See text and nomenclature for deta�ls.
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 F�gure 5 shows the res�duals of cycl�c temperature, hav�ng removed the effects of the solar/
geomagnet�c cycle. The lower panel shows the res�dual <T> – <T>aa, where <T>aa is the regression fit 
for <T> versus <aa>; the lower-m�ddle panel shows the res�dual <T>2 – <T>aa2, where <T>aa2 �s the 
regression fit for <T>2 versus <aa>2; the upper-m�ddle panel shows the res�dual <T> – <T>R, where <T>R 
is the regression fit for <T> versus <R>; and the upper panel shows the res�dual <T>2 – <T>R2, where 
<T>R2 is the regression fit for <T>2 versus <R>2. The res�dual �s most negat�ve �n cycles 12 and 21, 
suggest�ng, perhaps, a 9-cycle var�at�on �n temperature. Such a var�at�on may be related to a supposed 
90–100 year var�at�on, bel�eved to be embedded �n the solar/geomagnet�c record.10–12 The res�dual for 
cycle 23 based on <aa> or <R> �s 0.55 °C and 0.65 °C, respect�vely, both be�ng greater than 2 standard 
deviations higher than that suggested by the regression fits. Hence, during cycle 23 temperatures on Earth 
are significantly warmer than can be explained simply by solar/geomagnetic forcing.

 Because of the highly significant correlations between <T>2 and both <aa>2 and <R>2, �t �s apparent 
that temperature �s poss�bly related to the Hale cycle, e�ther to the strength of the Hale cycle or, perhaps, 
�ts length (a Hale cycle cons�sts of two success�ve sunspot cycles, where the magnet�c polar�t�es of lead�ng 
and follow�ng sunspots �n each of the Sun’s northern and southern hem�sphere reverse from one sunspot 
cycle to the next, with positive magnetic fields leading in odd-numbered sunspot cycles in the northern 
hem�sphere). F�gure 6 dep�cts the scatterplots of <<T>> even-odd cycles versus <T> even-lead�ng cycle 
for each Hale cycle pa�r, grouped as even-odd cycle pa�rs (left panel) and <<T>> odd-even cycles versus 
<T> odd-lead�ng cycle for each Hale cycle pa�r, grouped as odd-even cycle pa�rs (r�ght panel). The �nferred 
correlat�on appears strongest for the even-odd cycle group�ng, although both regress�ons are stat�st�cally 
important. The large filled circle in the right panel simply means that two entries were identical for odd-
even cycle pa�rs 9–10 and 19–20. Also, �t should be noted that s�nce an est�mate of <T> can be made for 
cycle 23, hav�ng <T> = 9.97 °C, one can forecast <<T>> for the odd-even cycle pa�r of cycles 23–24; 
namely, <<T>>23–24 = 9.99 ±  0.29 °C, th�s be�ng the 90-percent pred�ct�on �nterval.
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 F�gure 7 d�splays the var�at�on of average temperature <<T>> (lower panel) over each Hale cycle 
even-odd cycle pair, where Hale cycle 1 is defined as sunspot cycles 10 + 11, Hale cycle 2 as sunspot 
cycles 12 + 13, and so forth. Also shown are the Hale cycle averages of the aa-geomagnet�c �ndex <<aa>> 
(m�ddle panel) and sunspot number <<R>> (upper panel). Aga�n, very strong resemblance �s apparent 
between the parameters. For example, there �s a d�p �n <<T>> for Hale cycle 2 (sunspot cycles 12 + 13), 
a local peak for Hale cycle 5 (sunspot cycles 18 + 19), another local d�p for Hale cycle 6 (sunspot cycles 
20 + 21) and a steep r�se to Hale cycle 7 (sunspot cycles 22 + 23). For the current Hale cycle 7, <<T>> 
averages 9.72 °C, wh�ch �s 1 °C h�gher than the m�n�mum �n Hale cycle 2 (8.72 °C) and wh�ch �s the 
h�ghest average of all the Hale cycles. (Recall, however, that the average temperature for Hale cycle 7 �s 
really �ncomplete, because temperature data for the year 2005 has not yet been posted. Inclus�on of the 
temperature for 2005, however, w�ll not greatly affect the average temperature for Hale cycle 7.)
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 F�gure 8 shows the scatterplots of <<T>> for each Hale cycle even-odd cycle pa�r versus <<aa>> 
(left panel), <<R>> (m�ddle panel) and Hale cycle length �n years (r�ght panel). In all cases, the �nferred 
regress�ons are stat�st�cally �mportant. In part�cular, the �nverse correlat�on between <<T>> and the length 
of the Hale cycle (assoc�at�ng h�gher temperature w�th shorter Hale cycle length) �s qu�te strong (at the 
0.2-percent level of significance, or 99.8-percent cl). The inverse correlation has r = –0.937, a coefficient 
of determ�nat�on r2 = 0.877 (th�s be�ng a measure of the amount of var�ance expla�ned by the �nferred 
regress�on) and a standard error of est�mate se =  0.115 °C. Prev�ous stud�es have shown the �mportance 
of the length of the solar cycle—w�th respect to cl�mate.2,13–15 (F�gure 8 has been drawn presum�ng that 
Hale cycle 7—cycles 22–23—w�ll be 20 years �n length, mean�ng that cycle 24 has �ts onset �n the year 
2006.16,17 If Hale cycle 7 �s longer than 20 years, th�s w�ll weaken the correlat�on.)
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 and <<T>> versus Hale cycle length �n years. See text and nomenclature for deta�ls.
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3.  CONCLUSION

 Previously, Wilson2 exam�ned the Armagh Observatory temperature record for the �nterval 1844–
1992. The purpose of the present study was to revisit that original study, updating the findings using the 
corrected and more extens�ve 1844–2004 temperature read�ngs, wh�ch are now ava�lable onl�ne at <http://
cl�mate.arm.ac.uk/cal�brated.html>. 

 The Armagh Observatory temperature record �s one of the longest ava�lable for study. A prom�nent 
feature of long-term temperature stud�es has been a general warm�ng s�nce the 1880s. Because both sunspot 
number and the aa-geomagnet�c �ndex have shown s�m�lar secular �ncreases, a strong assoc�at�on between 
trends �n global temperature on Earth and trends �n the solar/geomagnet�c cycle should be apparent.

 The aa-geomagnet�c �ndex was �ntroduced �n 1972 by Mayaud18 to quantify fluctuations in the 
geomagnetic field, being based on pairs of near-antipodal magnetometers located in England and Australia. 
The record of the aa-geomagnet�c �ndex extends from 1868 to the present. Geomagnet�c act�v�ty, as 
character�zed us�ng the aa-geomagnet�c �ndex, �s caused by the solar w�nd, �n part�cular, coronal mass 
eject�ons and h�gh-speed streams from coronal holes and the assoc�ated changes of the �nterplanetary 
magnetic field, thereby, affecting the near-Earth interplanetary space.19,20 Hence, the aa-geomagnet�c 
�ndex should be h�ghly correlated w�th the sunspot cycle. In fact, as noted �n the prev�ous sect�on, aa10 and 
R10 (the 10-year mov�ng averages) are, �ndeed, h�ghly correlated, hav�ng r = 0.933. While true, the actual 
m�n�mum annual value of the aa-geomagnet�c �ndex usually lags sunspot m�n�mum (by one year21) and 
the max�mum annual value almost always occurs dur�ng the decl�n�ng phase of the sunspot cycle (only 
two exceptions—cycles 12 and 13; see fig. 1). Additionally, evidence exists that the aa-geomagnet�c �ndex 
can be decomposed �nto two components: one m�m�ck�ng the sunspot cycle and the other (the res�dual) 
be�ng �nd�cat�ve of recurrent h�gh-speed streams �n the solar w�nd.22,23

 In th�s study, �t has been shown that temperature at the Armagh Observatory averaged  
9.215 °C dur�ng the �nterval 1844–2004, hav�ng a standard dev�at�on of 0.521 °C and a med�an of  
9.20 °C. Furthermore, annual mean temperatures at Armagh Observatory appear to vary systemat�cally and 
nonrandomly, bear�ng a strong resemblance to the solar/geomagnet�c cycle s�gnatures as expressed us�ng 
sunspot number and the aa-geomagnet�c �ndex (espec�ally, the 10-year mov�ng averages). The h�ghest T 
occurred �n 1846 (10.40 °C) and the lowest occurred �n 1879 (7.40 °C), wh�le the h�ghest T10 occurred �n 
1999 (the last entry, 9.95 °C) and the lowest �n 1883 (8.44 °C). Thus, from 1883 to 1999, T10 rose 1.51 °C, 
or about 0.013 °C per year. For 7 of the last 10 years of the temperature record, annual mean temperatures 
at Armagh Observatory exceeded 10 °C, an unprecedented occurrence �n the record.

 While there has been an overall rise (warming) in T10, s�m�lar to r�ses �n sunspot and geomagnet�c 
act�v�ty, the res�dual of temperature (hav�ng removed the effect of solar/geomagnet�c forc�ng) appears 
ep�sod�c, w�th �ntervals �nd�cat�ve of both cool�ng and warm�ng. The current warm�ng (through 1999) �s 
found to exceed that wh�ch one expects based on solar/geomagnet�c forc�ng by more than 2.6 standard 
dev�at�ons.7
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 Another way of �llustrat�ng temperature var�at�on �s the use of temperature averages over each 
solar cycle. Averaged �n th�s way, temperature var�at�ons strongly m�m�c those of the solar/geomagnet�c 
cycle. In part�cular, var�at�ons �n 2-cycle mov�ng averages of the parameters (a proxy for the Hale cycle—
two success�ve sunspot cycles) are closely related, w�th <T>2 be�ng lowest �n cycle 12 and h�ghest �n cycle 
22 (although �t w�ll undoubtedly be exceeded �n cycle 23). About 75 percent of the var�ance of <T>2 can 
be expla�ned by the var�at�on �n <aa>2. Furthermore, there may be a 9-cycle var�at�on embedded �n the 
temperature record, as well (as �n the sunspot record11).

 Averages of temperature (<<T>>) over even-odd Hale cycle pa�rs, l�kew�se, strongly assoc�ates 
w�th s�m�lar averages for the solar/geomagnet�c cycle. Hale cycle 2 (sunspot cycles 12 + 13) has the lowest 
average temperature (8.72 °C) and Hale cycle 7 (sunspot cycles 22 + 23) has the h�ghest temperature 
(9.72 °C). While <<T>> correlates strongly aga�nst <<aa>> and <<R>>, an even stronger �nverse 
correlat�on (r = –0.937) �s found between <<T>> and the length of the Hale cycle, w�th h�gher average 
temperature be�ng assoc�ated w�th shorter Hale cycle length. Ind�cat�ons are that the next Hale cycle w�ll 
l�kely see even h�gher average temperature.

 In conclus�on, th�s study has shown that solar/geomagnet�c cycle forc�ng �s embedded �n the annual 
mean temperatures at Armagh Observatory, Northern Ireland. Removal of th�s effect, however, does not 
fully expla�n, espec�ally, the rap�d r�se �n temperatures now be�ng exper�enced, th�s poss�bly be�ng a strong 
�nd�cat�on that humank�nd �s contr�but�ng to cl�mat�c change.24 
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